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Down

2. Edward Platt also played the part of Chief in this
television show which ran from 1965-1970 (2 wrds)
5. Roger O. Thornhill claims the "O" stands for this
9. Mount ________ National Memorial, located in South
Dakota, is a monumental granite sculpture that
displays 60-foot high sculptures of the heads of
former U.S. Presidents George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, & Abraham Lincoln.
10. Roger says (while talking to his mother), "These
two men, they poured a whole bottle of bourbon
into me. No, they didn't give me a ______ . "
11. An express passenger train operated by the New
York Central Railroad from 1902 to 1967, during
which time it would become known as a "National
Institution" and the "Most Famous Train in the
World." (three words)
13. The airline that Roger Thornhill traveled on was
called _________ Airlines.
15. Eve and Roger meet on a train heading for this city
16. During their escape, Roger asks Eve, "Did you get
the _______?" meaning Vandamm's statue
containing microfilm.
19. When Thornhill is dictating a letter to his
secretary, he has her end it this way, "_____
________, etc., etc." (two words)
20. "In the world of advertising, there's no such thing
as a lie. There's only expedient ____________ ," said
Roger Thornhill.

1. The final chase scene was not shot on Mt.
Rushmore; the director, ________________, couldn't
gain permission to shoot an attempted murder on
a national monument. (two words)
3. When Grant, waiting in Eve's hotel room in Chicago
for his dusty suit to be sponged and pressed,
pretends to take a shower, he whistles the theme
song from this 1952 movie (four words)
4. A Roger Thornhill quote: "I don't deduce. I ______."
6. The movie studio that produced North By Northwest
7. Roger Thornhill's occupation
8. ________________ was very interested in starring in
this movie, begging Alfred Hitchcock to let him play
Thornhill. (two words)
12. Jessie Royce Landis also plays the part of Jessie
Stevens in this 1955 Cary Grant movie (four words)
14. Hitchcock arrives at a ________ during the opening
credits of North By Northwest but gets there a
second too late and the door is closed in his face.
(two words)
17. The song that is playing in the lobby of the hotel
before Thornhill enters the Oak Bar is "It's a Most
_______ Day".
18. MGM wanted Alfred Hitchcock to cast ____________
for the part of Eve Kendall, but Hitchcock insisted
upon Eva Marie Saint. (two words)
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